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PPE - TO WEAR OR NOT TO WEAR?
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AGENDA
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¡ Safety Culture Ladder

¡ Mindset

¡ Miracle Personal Protective Equipment Recommendations

¡ Incident Example HMD

¡ Incident Example Acetic Acid

¡ Intervention / Behaviours

¡ Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)



SAFETY CULTURE LADDER
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MINDSET
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¡ Teach them the importance of not becoming a victim.

¡ Everyone is the same in regards to safety.

¡ Advise your crew to make a personal risk assessment.

¡ Take 5



MIRACLE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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MIRACLE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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¡ It assists your crew

¡ It is not an insurance

¡ Miracle supports the crew with unfamiliar cargoes safety requirements



EXAMPLE: HMD
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EXAMPLE HMD
¡ At 23:45 the Officer of the Watch, gave orders to the OS to open 5C manifold 

and after that the valve on the shore hose to release the pressure into the 
empty cargo. It is recognised that OS was properly attired in company PPE 
Level XX (1).

¡ At the same time, Jr.OS claims to have understood that the order was 
addressed to OS, but decided to assist without reporting to the OOW. The 
assigned duty for Jr.OS was as gangway watchman. However, he was at the 
manifold at the time, when the order was given to OS. Also, at this same time 
OS was already underway from port side manifold to the starboard manifold in 
order to perform the ordered task.

¡ Before OS arrived at the starboard manifold, Jr.OS had released the hose 
pressure by opening the drain valve to atmosphere. Jr.OS had previously 
stated that he was wearing PPE Level XY (4). However, after further interview 
he told, that the safety glasses had been removed due to sweating. This action 
left him with no eye protection.

¡ The action taken by Jr.OS resulted in him being exposed to HMD vapours and 
nitrogen to his face and eyes. This exposure caused severe pain to his eyes 
and he was taken immediately to the safety shower by the pumpman.

¡ The injury details were reported straight away to the OOW and arrangements 
were quickly made to transfer Jr. OS to medical facilities ashore for evaluation 
and treatment.

Pls do not forget below!!!!
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EXAMPLE: ACETIC ACID
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EXAMPLE ACETIC ACID
¡ Job instructions were given to deck department to prepare for the 

next berth. One of the tasks was assigned to AB to clean drip trays 
with rags. It was checked before by Chief Mate and some oily water 
emulsion coming from air line was observed. No presence of 
chemicals noted. 

¡ AB was given instructions to clean and advised to use PPE level X  
(4) which consisted of chemical gloves, googles and helmet. The AB 
started the job and noticed a drop of liquid hanging on drain cock. He 
wiped the drop with rag and saw the other drop appeared.

¡ He checked that drain cock valve was closed and decided to open the 
cap to see from where liquid is coming. He kneeled down and took 
certain position to reach and open the cap. When he opened the cap, 
the got a splash of liquid over the side of helmet.

¡ Some liquid reached his face. He immediately went to nearest safety 
shower to get rid of liquid as he recognized that it was Acetic acid, 
cargo to be discharged at next dock.

¡ After he washed the liquid off he went to his cabin as duty time was 
over. He reported to Chief Officer in the evening when he noticed the 
discoloration of the skin. 

Pls do not forget below!!!!
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INTERVENTION / BEHAVIOURS

§ The Main Issue:
§ Lack of effective intervention
§ Failure to establish one team mentality on-board
§ Hierarchy on-board
§ Different nationalities - cultural background
§ Communication – language barrier
§ Lack of support in speaking up
§ Fear of repercussion
§ 3rd party pressure to deviate from safe working practices

§ Always pay special attention to the following:
§ Do not be afraid to completely stop the job.
§ Everybody on-board is a leader and lead by example, no matter what rank.
§ Always speak up if you feel something is wrong
§ If you do not understand, seek clarification – Do not be afraid
§ Ensure signage is clear, concise and can be understood by all.
§ Intervention can be difficult, so consider training and practicing your skills and techniques .
§ Seek clarity from 3rd parties in relation to instructions and obtain guidance from shore management, if required
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¡Key message: Safety has no hierarchy or nationality



PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
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§ The Main Issues:
§ Incorrect choice of PPE for the hazard and how it presents itself in the particular environment at the time
§ Improper use of PPE
§ Contaminated PPE

§ Processes:
Always 

§ Assess the task and the environment to ensure appropriate PPE is worn
§ Inspect PPE before use to check it is fit for purpose 
§ Replace your PPE immediately if it becomes defective

§ Intervene if you see a colleague improperly protected

Ensure

§ PPE remains effective when the hazard, exposure, or controls change
§ When combining multiple PPE the individual effectiveness is not decreased
§ Everyone is adequately trained on how to properly put on, adjust, wear, and remove PPE
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¡Key message: The last line of defence if all 
other barriers fail is PPE



THAT'S IT

¡ Thank you!

¡ I hope you had a good time and learned something new today.
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NO MIRACLE CUSTOMER?

¡ Well, we are interested in changing that 😉

¡ If you would like to learn more about 
MIRACLE, our premium tank cleaning 
database, you can find more information on 
our website: 

¡ www.chemserve-marine.com/miracle

¡ For a full functional trial, sign up here:

¡ https://miracle.chemserve.eu/registration
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ANY QUESTIONS?

¡ If you have any questions about this webinar, tankcleaning in general or just want to geek out with me, send an 
email:

¡ sascharoewe@chemserve-marine.com

¡ If you want to talk about product demos, pricing or technical stuff, just send Robert an email:

¡ robertschadt@chemserve-marine.com
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